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Abstract. 
Black bears (Ursus americanus) occur sporadically in eastern Kentucky, and there 
is some evidence that a breeding population exists. In order to establish management 
practices to enhance the black bear population in Kentucky, information about this 
population is needed. However, until recently, no population size estimate has been 
available. Gathering information on black bears is difficult because black bears are 
elusive animals. The development of new molecular methods has made it easier to track 
and gather information on black bear populations, including estimates of population size. 
Molecular markers are particularly useful in that they do not require physical contact with 
the animal. Both scat and hair can be collected and utilized to identify individuals. 
Approximately 100 hair traps were placed throughout the eastern wildlife 
management regions and were monitored for a six-month period at two-week intervals by 
the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources. A total of 108 hair and scat 
samples were obtained. Eight microsatellite markers and one SRY marker were used to 
genotype and determine the sex of individual black bears. A minimum of thirty-nine 
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different individuals (26 males and 13 females) were identified during the study period. 
Most of the individuals were identified during June and July and were collected from 
Pine Mountain and Kingdom Come areas. Capture histories of these individuals were 
then analyzed to estimate population numbers for the entire study area and Pine 
Mt/Kingdom Come using models from the computer program CAPTURE, Schnabel-
Schumacher method, and Jolly-Seber method. The estimates for the entire study area 
were not very accurate, because the hair traps did not cover the entire study area. The 
number of bears between the clusters of hair traps could not be determined. The estimates 
for Pine Mountain and Kingdom Come were the more accurate, because the traps covered 
most of this area. For CAPTURE program, the estimates for Pine Mt/Kingdom Come 
ranged from 23 using hair and scat data combined to 58 using hair data only. Both 
estimates used M(tb) model, but estimates based on scat and hair data combined used 
Burnham estimator while estimates based on hair only used Jackknife estimator. 
Population estimates using Jolly-Seber method were only done using hair and scat 
combined for Pine Mt/Kingdom Come and ranged from 11 to 21. 
Using Arlequin 2.0, the average genetic diversity of the population was found to 
be approximately 0.75 (+/-0.409), which is similar to the diversity that is found from 
other black bear populations. The relatedness between the individuals was also tested 
using Kinship 1.2. Only seven individuals were found to be unrelated to any other 
individuals. There seem to a strong genetic relatedness between most of the individuals 
identified in the study area. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Black Bear. The American black bear (Ursus americanus) is named after the 
continent on which it is found. Two other species of bears are also found in North 
America, brown (grizzly) bears (Ursus arctos) and polar bears (Ursus maritimus), but the 
black bear is the only species of bear found exclusively in North America (Fair, 1990). 
The black bear is the most widespread of the three species of bears in North America 
(Bauer, 1996). The black bear is a large mammal with powerful limbs that is classified in 
the Order Carnivora (Whitaker, 1996). However, it is not a true carnivore. It is an 
omnivore with herbivorous tendencies (Fair, 1990). Black bears feed mostly on roots, 
plants, grasses, and berries (Fair, 1990). They will feed on animals such as elk, deer, and 
smaller mammals, but because of their bulky nature and short legs they are not quick 
enough to kill these prey unless disease or deep snow hinder the prey (Fair, 1990). Thus, 
their main source of protein is slow-moving insects (Fair, 1990). 
Black bears are normally solitary mammals except around dense feeding areas 
and females with cubs (Pelton et al., 1994). They are highly territorial during mating 
seasons with a male's territory overlapping several females' territories (Garshelis and 
Pelton, 1981). In areas of dense berry bushes, both males and females follow a 
dominance hierarchy system whereby larger bears dominate smaller bears with 
threatening gestures (Fair, 1990). Black bears rarely fight except occasionally over 
females and when a female is protecting her young. 
Females have smaller home ranges (2 to 10 square miles) than males (5 to 15 
square miles) (Whitaker, 1996). Normally females stay in the same areas as their 
mothers, and males will move up to a hundred miles away (Fair, 1990). During mating 
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season, males travel great distances in search of mates, while females will stay within 
their home range (Fair, 1990). Therefore, males may be seen in areas where there are no 
females, and if they are spotted in an area there is no way of knowing whether they are 
staying permanently in that area. However, if a female is found in an area it is probably in 
its permanent home range. Females only have one to four cubs every other year, and one 
female usually has very few cubs in her lifetime (Whitaker, 1996). Since female yearlings 
do not move far from their mother and they have so few cubs, bear populations expand 
slowly outward. Thus, several generations would be required for the bear population to 
expand only a few miles away from the core population. 
Generally the black bears' habitat is relatively inaccessible terrain with thick 
understory vegetation and abundant sources of food (Fair, 1990). Due to their mobility, 
and their solitude, they require large tracts of land. Unfortunately the human population 
has increased dramatically in the last two centuries; many people have settled the once-
forested areas, thereby reducing the amount of land available to black bears, and 
dramatically affecting their population. However, the extent to which the black bear has 
been affected is unclear. 
History of Black Bear in the United States. The American black bear was once 
widespread in North America. Their range spanned from northern Alaska, and northern 
Canada, including Newfoundland, to central northern Mexico (Bowker and Jacobson, 
1995). Due to habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and unrestricted harvest, the distribution 
and abundance of black bears has significantly changed since colonial times. Their 
current distribution is restricted to relatively disjunct forested regions (Pelton, 1982; 
Pelton et al., 1994). Black bears are still found throughout Canada with the exception of 
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Prince Edward Island, and in at least 40 of the 50 states; their status in Mexico is 
uncertain (Bauer, 1996). Most of the black bears today are found in the western United 
States and Canada. In the eastern United States, their range is continuous throughout New 
England but becomes increasingly fragmented from the mid-Atlantic down through the 
Southeast (Maehr, 1984). Currently black bears occupy approximately 25% of their 
former range in the southeastern U.S. (Maehr, 1984; Pelton, 1986). Most of the black 
bears found in eastern United States are found in the Appalachian Mountains (Bowker 
and Jacobson, 1995). 
The decline of the black bear in the eastern United States began as far back as 
colonial times when bears were hunted for their fur and meat. Bears were also hunted 
extensively due to human fear. Many states offered bounties on bears. In fact, Virginia 
still had a bounty on the bears until 1977 when it was finally abolished by the General 
Assembly (Virginia Department of Game & Inland Fisheries, 2001). Overharvesting was 
not the only threat to the bear population. Loss of habitat was probably an even bigger 
threat. Deforestation of most of the southeastern U.S. for agriculture eliminated much of 
the habitat of the bears. By the late 1800s, a large portion of the forest was destroyed, 
thus forcing the black bears to move to areas where there was still continuous forest such 
as the Appalachian Mountains. However, there was very little of this continuous forest 
left, which caused the bear population to decline. 
Today black bears seem to be reclaiming small portions of their original range in 
the southeastern United States. By the early 1900s, agricultural practices had reduced the 
soil fertility and limited productivity, which caused farmlands to be abandoned. This led 
to the land being unused, which allowed it to revert back to forest. National forests were 
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established in many of the states by the 1930s, including much of the Appalachian 
Mountains (Fair, 1990). This protected much of the remaining forest and allowed the 
forest to revert back to habitat suitable for black bears. Also, by the early 1960s, hunting 
of bears was controlled with the establishment of regulated hunting seasons in many of 
the southeastern states (Fair, 1990). These factors led to the expansion of the black bear's 
range and an increase in their numbers, especially along the Appalachian Mountains. As 
a result, West Virginia, Virginia, and Tennessee presently contain sufficient populations 
of black bears to support annual hunts of up to 1000 animals. Today the range of black 
bears has even expanded outside Appalachia. Areas away from the mountains, Ohio for 
example, have also had an increase in bear sightings. 
Black Bear in Kentucky. Kentucky is the only area in eastern Appalachia 
without a resident, huntable bear population. By the early 1900s, black bears had been 
eliminated from eastern Kentucky. Today, the black bear in Kentucky is protected. There 
have been many sightings of black bears in Kentucky, but it is unknown if there is a 
resident, breeding population. Without a breeding population the black bears would not 
be able to increase sufficiently in numbers in Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky does have 
large tracts of appropriate habitat to support a black bear population. The reason that 
there are so few black bears in Kentucky, but sufficient numbers in surrounding areas, is 
unclear. It may be due to the distance from eastern Kentucky to black bear populations in 
surrounding areas. The areas in between may be too great, or unsuitable for travel by the 
bears. It takes many generations of females before the population begins to expand from 
the core population. 
Before this study was conducted, the population was estimated to be fewer than 
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200 in Kentucky (Pelton et al., 1994). This estimate was based on simple observations of 
the bears in Kentucky. However, these observations were mostly of males bears made 
over the past few decades. It is not unheard of to see males in areas where there are no 
females or in areas unsuitable for bears. It wasn't until the last few years, when females 
in heat and with cubs were observed in the state, that the Kentucky Department of Fish 
and Wildlife Resources (KDFWR) began to suspect that a breeding population of black 
bears existed in Kentucky. However, these observations do not provide enough 
information to develop good management practices for the reestablishment of black bears 
in Kentucky. 
Rationale for Study. Managing black bears is an important conservation strategy. 
Black bears are an important bioindicator of an ecosystem since they require large tracts 
of land to maintain stable populations numbers. By monitoring the population of black 
bears, the health of the ecosystem can also be monitored. Management of large, 
continuous habitat for bears is likely to provide habitat for numerous other wildlife 
species, such as Ruffed Grouse, Great-horned Owl, and white-tailed deer (Tankersley, 
1996). Also black bears are omnivorous animals that feed on berries, acorns, and other 
plants. Because, they travel great distances they are good seed dispersers. Gathering 
information on the genetic diversity and size of the population of black bears in Kentucky 
will provide the knowledge needed to better manage the black bear. 
In order to establish management practices for the black bear population in 
Kentucky, more information about the population is needed. Black bears are elusive 
animals. Though some may feed from dumpsters and will approach human settlements, 
most are shy of humans and are difficult to find. Therefore, gathering information on 
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black bears is difficult and may be biased by the individuals that frequent dumpsters. 
Also, bears are large, mobile animals. Black bears have been known to travel hundreds of 
miles, and juvenile males disperse great distances from their mothers. Using conventional 
methods such as radio telemetry to track and count these large mammals would be a huge 
undertaking. Radio telemetry is limited by the number of individuals that can be tagged, 
and thus population estimates may not be accurate. 
Use of Molecular Markers in Population Analysis. In the past few decades a 
new method for examining populations of animals has been explored. This new method 
uses molecular markers to identify individuals and estimate population diversity. There 
are a wide range of different molecular markers that can be used, such as genes found on 
mitochrondrial DNA, allozymes, and microsatellites. However, analysis of 
microsatellites, short tandem repeats of DNA sequences, have become the preferred 
markers for eukaryotes due to their high levels of variability, ease and reliability of 
scoring, codominant inheritance, and short lengths (Craighead et al., 1995). 
Microsatellite analysis examines variation in the number of base repeats in noncoding 
regions of DNA, and it involves the amplification of individual loci using the polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) (Paetkau and Strobeck, 1994). Mutations accumulate rapidly in 
these regions, and therefore there is normally a high level of variability between 
individuals within a population. Due to this high variability, different individuals can be 
identified and their DNA would act as a tag of that individual. The use of microsatellites 
is not as invasive as radio telemetry. In many cases, the animal need not be physically 
caught, as is required for radio telemetry. DNA can be collected from their scat or from 
their hair. As a result, more samples can be collected in less time, and better population 
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estimates can be obtained. 
Population estimates are not the only information needed to establish management 
practices. It is important to have an understanding of where the bears are coming from as 
well as the overall future health of the population. It is difficult to determine the source of 
an individual by molecular analysis alone without similar information from surrounding 
areas. However, the DNA can be used to assess the genetic diversity of the population, 
which is important to the future of the population. The more genetically diverse a 
population is, the better able it may be to adapt to changes in the environment. Also, a 
population that becomes too inbred may have health problems. If the population in 
Kentucky was a resident population that went through a bottleneck, and is now 
increasing, the genetic variation of the population might be lower than if the population 
was established by migrants. It is doubtful that a small resident population of female 
bears in Kentucky could have avoided detection. Thus, it is believed that bears are 
moving into Kentucky from surrounding states, and this migration is reestablishing a 
population in Kentucky. The states that border eastern Kentucky, Virginia, West 
Virginia, and Tennessee, have high bear density. These bear populations, especially in 
Virginia and West Virginia, are found close to the border of Kentucky, and bears that 
were radio-collared in West Virginia were captured in Kentucky. Populations in these 
surrounding states seem to be isolated from one another, which means they may be 
genetically different from each other. Thus, genetic variability of the population in 
Kentucky may be high since bears from these different populations would be 
interbreeding. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Study Area. Sightings of black bears in areas throughout eastern Kentucky have 
increased. However, many of these areas are in highly-populated towns and 
neighborhoods. Over the last decade, KDFWR have concentrated live trappings of bears 
in these areas. Hair and blood samples were taken from these live capture bears and were 
used in the population analysis. These bears are normally nuisance bears, though, and 
would not give an accurate representation of the bears in the state. Therefore, collection 
of hair samples throughout 2001 was also concentrated in areas of less human impact, 
such as wildlife management areas (WMAs) and state parks. Many of these wildlife 
management areas are isolated, and access is limited. Thus, many of the bears in these 
refuges may not be the same bears that were caught in populated areas. Therefore, the 
placement of traps in these areas should give a better representation of the bear 
population. DNA from these hair samples were used as individual tags to construct a 
capture history for each bear caught in eastern Kentucky. This capture history was then 
used to get population estimates for the number of bears found in each wildlife 
management area and throughout eastern Kentucky. 
Sample Collection. From May to July 2001, KDFWR installed 100 hair traps in 
regions throughout eastern Kentucky. These traps were placed at least two miles apart, 
and were constructed following the methods outlined in Woods et. al. (1999). Peanut 
butter and either unscented fish oil or sardines were smeared on a tree in the center of the 
hair trap. Each barb was treated as a separate sample. GPS coordinates of the trap 
locations are seen in Figure 1. Table 1 contains the name of WMAs and the counties in 
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which they were found. Scat was collected in Kingdom Come State Park and Pine 
Mountain WMA along trails and bear travel corridors, which according to Kentucky 
wildlife biologists are the areas of highest bear activity (Charlie Logsdon, Gary Ison, per. 
comm.). Only scat that was less than two weeks old was collected. 
DNA Isolation. Isolation of DNA from the hair collected from the hair-traps and 
live-captures was performed using the protocol supplied by Lisette Waits. Only those 
samples with greater than four follicles were processed. A maximum of ten follicles was 
used for each extraction. Those samples with less than four follicles were removed from 
the study. Approximately 180ul of buffer ATL and 20ul of Proteinase K were added to 
each sample. The samples were vortexed and incubated at 55°C overnight. After the 
incubation period 200ul of buffer AL was added to each sample and the samples were 
incubated at 70°C for 10 minutes. Then 210ul of ethanol was added to each sample and 
vortexed. The samples were centrifuged at lOOOOrpm for 1 minute. The samples were 
washed in Buffer AW1 and AW2. The final volume of the extraction was 400ul of Buffer 
AE. However, due to degradation of samples from multiple freeze thaw cycles the 
samples had to be concentrated down to 50ul. 
Scat samples were freeze-dried before DNA extraction. The protocol found in 
S.K. Wasser et al. (1997) was used for the isolation of DNA.. Six hundred microliters of 
Qiagen Load buffer was added to approximately lOOmg of freeze-dried scat. The samples 
were then vortexed and centrifuged at 13000rpm for six minutes. Approximately 400ul of 
the supernatant was removed from each sample and placed in new tubes that contained 
400ul of AL buffer and 50ul of Proteinase K. The samples were then heated at 37° C 
overnight (16 hours). After the incubation period, 400ul of ethanol was added to each 
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sample. The solutions were then loaded onto spin columns and centrifuged twice at 
13000rpm for 3 minutes. The final volume of the extraction was lOOul. 
Microsatellite Amplification. Eight microsatellite loci were used for data 
analysis. These loci had been previously isolated from a black bear genomic library and 
included G1D, G10B, G10P, G10X, G10M, G1A, G10C, and G10L (Paetkau etal., 1995, 
Table 2). One primer of each pair was labeled with a fluorescent dye group (6-FAM, 
NED, HEX (ABI)) on the 5' end to allow sizing and detection of fragments on an ABI 
310 Sequencer. The 25ul PCR reactions were composed of 8mM dNTPs, 2.5mM MgCb, 
and 0.3U Taq polymerase buffer. Approximately 1.5ul to 3.0ul of each primer was added 
to each separate mixture with approximately 5ul of DNA template. PCRs were performed 
on a PTC-100™ Programmable Thermal Controller (MJ Research, Inc.). After an initial 
denaturation of 94°C for five minutes, 30-45 cycles of 30 sec at 94° C, 45 sec at 48-50°C, 
and 2 minutes at 70° C were performed followed by a final extension step for 30 minutes 
at 70°C. Seventy-five microliters of ethanol were then added to the PCR product, and 
placed at negative 80°C overnight. This solution was then centrifuged and the supernatant 
removed from the tubes, leaving the PCR pellet at the bottom. Approximately 12ul of 
deionized formamide and 0.25ul of GENESCAN™ 500 ROX™ size standard (PE 
Applied Biosystems) were added to the tubes. The samples were then denatured for 5 
minutes at 95 C and loaded onto an ABI Prism™ 310 DNA sequencer (PE Applied 
Biosystems). The samples were analyzed using 310 GENESCAN® 3.1 and 
GENOTYPER® 2.5. software packages. 
Gender Identification. The sex of each sample was determined by using a primer 
designed to amplify a region on the SRY box of the Y chromosome. This primer was 
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labeled with fluorescent dye group 6-FAM. The same steps were followed for this primer 
as was followed for the other microsatellite primers with the exception that the ethanol 
step was deleted. Also, only 2ul of the PCR product was added to 20ul of formamide and 
0.5ul of GENESCAN™ 500 ROX™ size standard. The size of this region was 88bp. 
Therefore, only males would have a region amplified at 88bp. Females may have a small 
band at the same region due to amplification of SRY-related autosomal genes, but the 
band was much smaller in peak height than males and thus could be readily distinguished 
(Taberlet et al., 1993) 
Linear Regression. SYSTAT 9.0 (SPSS, Inc., 1999) was used to compare 
number of different bears in each county to demographic data of the counties. These 
demographic data included the size of the counties, human population, length of major 
roads, and total acreage of wildlife management areas. Normality was tested using 
Komogorov-Smirnov-Lilliefors test (SPSS, Inc., 1999), and the data were found to be 
normally distributed. Then the data was plotted to look for outliers. Since there were few 
outliers, a multiple regression analysis was performed on the data to test for relationships 
between the numbers of bears in the counties and demographic data of the counties. 
Population Estimates. 
Hair Only. After different individuals were identified, the capture history 
of each bear was determined for the study period using only the hair sample results. The 
hair collection dates were divided into 12 different sessions (Table 3). The last two 
sessions were eliminated from the analysis since there were no bears caught during these 
times. The capture information was then used to generate a mark-recapture based 
population estimate. These population estimates were generated using the Schnabel-
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Schumacher method (Krebs and Kenney, 1998). One estimate used all the bears 
identified in the entire study area to calculate population size. Another estimate was 
derived using only capture data from bears that were identified from the Pine Mountain 
and Kingdom Come areas, since most samples were collected from these area. 
The computer program CAPTURE (Rexstad and Burnham, 1991) was used to get 
more robust population estimates of the number of bears in the total study area, number 
of females and males in the total area, and the number of bears in the Pine 
Mountain/Kingdom Come region. Before these estimates were determined, model 
selection for the best model and estimators were performed. An estimator is a set of 
mathematical formulae that allow an estimate using the assumptions of the model. For 
example, in a simple census model, the estimate is simply the count of animals caught. 
Model selection was done by performing ten Chi-Square tests to detect variation in 
capture probability using CAPTURE. These tests were comparisons between capture 
probabilities based on heterogeneity, time, and behavior variations (Tables 4, 5, 6, 7). 
Heterogeneity means variation in probability of capture between one bear and another. 
Time is variation from one capture session to the next. Behavior variation is variation 
caused by behavioral responses to the trap used. If the p-value was less than 0.1 then the 
null hypothesis was rejected. The results of these tests were then used in a discriminant 
function analysis performed by CAPTURE to determine the most appropriate model. 
Program CAPTURE constructed different models, which are formulated to accommodate 
these variations in capture probability. The model that best represented the data was 
given a score of 1. 
Population estimates were calculated using the top four models for all bears, 
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females, males, and all bears from Pine Mountain/Kingdom Come area only. Since these 
programs are based on the assumption that the population is a closed population, closure 
violations of the data were tested using CAPTURE. Due to the sparseness of the data, the 
statistical significance of the test was interpreted at a level of less than 0.1. The capture 
probabilities for each capture session were also calculated by the program using data 
from all the bears identified. 
Density estimates were also calculated for all the bears, males, and females in the 
study area as well as for bears in Pine Mt and Kingdom Come. These estimates were 
done by taking the population estimates for each mark-recapture method and dividing it 
by the area of the entire study area (28600 square kilometers) and by the area of Pine Mt/ 
Kingdom Come (25.499 square kilometers). 
Scat and Hair Combined. Capture history for bears collected from Pine 
Mt and Kingdom Come were determined using both hair and scat samples. Population 
estimates were determined for all bears in these areas and for males in these areas using 
program CAPTURE, following the same methods used for the hair data. Estimates for 
females could not be determined because of low number of individuals captured. The 
Schnabel-Schumacher method was also used to get population estimates for all bears in 
these areas. Estimates were also calculated using the Jolly-Seber open model (Krebs and 
Kenney, 1998). Jolly-Seber assumes that the population is open to new individuals, while 
the Schnabel-Schumacher and CAPTURE do not. The sessions were reduced into months 
for Jolly-Seber, because there were not enough recaptures to get survival probabilities for 
every two weeks. Survival probabilities could, however, be calculated for every month. 
Capture probabilities were also calculated for the hair and scat data. Density estimates 
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were calculated for both sexes combined in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come and for the males. 
The density estimate for males calculated by CAPTURE was then used to calculate 
population estimates for both sexes by assuming a 1:1 sex ratio. 
Genetic Diversity. The number of alleles and allele frequencies for each 
microsatellite locus was calculated using Arlequin 2.0 (Schneider et al., 2000). Arlequin 
was also used to calculate the observed and expected heterozygosities of the population 
for each locus. Loci were tested for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium by comparing the 
observed and expected heterozygosity for each microsatellite locus using Chi-Square. 
Genotyping Individuals. The microsatellite loci are highly variable in black bear 
populations, allowing samples with different genotypes to be considered as different 
individuals. However, there exists a possibility of confusing two individuals with similar 
genotypes as one individual. Therefore, if samples were similar at six microsatellite loci, 
the loci that were different were tested again. Random match probabilities for each 
genotype were also calculated using allele frequencies encountered in the population to 
determine the possibility of two individuals having the same genotype. These 
probabilities were calculated by assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Random match 
probabilities for each locus were calculated by multiplying the allele frequencies for each 
locus using the formula 2pq and p2 for heterozygotes and homozygotes, respectively. 
These match probabilities were then multiplies together to get the individual's random 
match probability across all loci. 
Kinship. Program Kinship 1.2 (Goodnight, 2001) was used to calculate genetic 
relatedness between the individual bears. Since it was known that bears 0027 and 0031 
were mother and offspring, this information was incorporated into the analysis as an 
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internal control. This program compares two hypotheses using r values, population allele 
frequencies, and genotypes to calculate the likelihood that two individuals are unrelated 
(null hypothesis, rm=0.0 and rp=0.0) versus primary hypotheses (full siblings(rm=0.50 and 
rp=0.50), mother-offspring(rm=1.0 and rp=0.0), father-offspring(rm=0.0 and rp=1.0), half-
sibling (paternal) (rm=0.0 and rp=0.50), and half-sibling (maternal) (rm=0.50 and rp=0.0)). 
Values for rm and rp are the amount of genetic relatedness between two individuals, m 
means maternal and
 p means paternal. In other words, a value of 0.5 for rm means two 
individuals share half their alleles, which were inherited through the same mother. The 
program reports a likelihood ratio between the primary versus null hypotheses. The 
higher the ratio the more likely the two individuals are genetically related. P values were 
also calculated by the program, and if the ratio between two observed individuals is 
higher than the expected ratio at a p value of 0.05 then there is a significant relationship 
between the two individuals. 
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RESULTS 
Live Captures. Seven bears were captured during 2001 in culvert live traps by 
the KDFWR. Six of these bears were captured from Kingdom Come State Park in Harlan 
County. Three of these bears were males and three were females. One of the females 
captured was the cub of one of the adult females and was caught at the same time. This 
adult female had two cubs spotted with her and was caught on August 7, 2001 (Gregory 
Ison, pers. comm). The other female was caught on May 22, 2001 and was in heat. Three 
yearlings were spotted with this female (Gregory Ison, pers. comm). The males were 
caught in June and July. The bear that was not captured in Kingdom Come was caught in 
Morgan County and was a male. It was caught on June 26, 2001. Also, hair samples were 
collected from two male bears that were hit by cars. One was hit in Floyd County, and its 
ultimate survival was unknown. The other was hit in Lawrence County, and was killed. 
Five of the bears that were captured in culvert traps were captured again in the hair 
snares. Two of these were males, and the other three were the adult females and the cub. 
All of the bears were recaptured in Kingdom Come and Pine Mountain region. 
Hair Samples. A total of 46 hair samples from hair traps were collected from 
June to November. As seen in Figure 2, most of these hair samples were collected from 
Kingdom Come and Pine Mountain. Also, most of the individuals that were identified 
came from this same region (21 out of 34 individuals). The other 13 individuals were 
collected from Kentennia Forest (3), Dewey Wildlife Management Area (WMA) (2), 
Cranks Creek (1), Martin's Fork (1), Redbird WMA (1), Mill Creek WMA (2), Bad 
Branch Nature Preserve (1), Yatesville Lake (1), and Fishtrap WMA (1). Most of the 
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individuals that were identified were males (Figure 2). Table 8 shows the locations and 
dates that each individual was collected, including the bears that were captured using 
culvert live-traps. 
Scat Samples. A total of 43 scat samples were collected from Pine Mt and 
Kingdom Come. More samples were collected in October and November than in the 
earlier months (Figure 3). No scat samples were collected in June. All samples were 
identified to sex, but only nine samples were genotyped due to low DNA concentration in 
the other samples. Seven of the samples were males and the remaining 36 were females. 
Two of these samples were from the same male that had not been identified from hair 
samples or live captures. The other seven samples had been previously identified from 
hair samples. Two of these samples were from females, (bear 0011 and 0031) (Table 8). 
The remaining samples were from males, (bear 0023, 0036, and 0039). 
Capture Variation/Linear Regression. Only twenty out of the 104 traps 
(19.23%) yielded hair samples. The traps that had hair collected from them are seen in 
Figure 1, and are represented by the blue dots. The majority of the samples and 
individuals were collected from Harlan and Letcher counties. Figure 4 shows the number 
of different bears that were identified from each county. When these numbers were 
compared using multiple linear regression to demographic data (county size, human 
population in 1990, length of roads, and area of wildlife management areas and state 
parks) of each county there was found to be no relationship (Table 9, R2=0.18959, 
F=0.40941, p=0.79709). 
Most of the samples were collected in June (Figure 5). There was a decrease in 
the number of samples after this month. Female samples decreased by half from June and 
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July. Although traps were checked in November, no samples were obtained. Table 10 
shows that all bears had the highest probabilities of capture and recapture in early June 
based on the hair data. Males had the highest probabilities in early September and early 
July, while females had the highest probabilities in early August and June. Bears from 
Pine Mountain and Kingdom Come had the highest probability of capture and recapture 
in early July. The capture probabilities were low for all the bears. The probability of 
capture for males ranged from 0.3% to 21%, and for females from 0.038% to 0.20% 
(Table 10). 
The capture probabilities that were based on scat and hair data combined are 
similar to the hair data capture probabilities. Both sexes showed high probabilities in 
early June, July, and September (Table 11). The one difference between the two is the 
data based on hair alone showed capture probabilities of 9% and 6% for the end of 
August and end of September, respectively, while based on the scat and hair the 
probabilities were 20.2% and 42.08% (Tables 10, 11). Also, the capture probabilities 
based on scat and hair were twice those based on hair. For males in Pine Mt/Kingdom 
Come, the probability of capture was highest in early September at 56.47%) (Table 11). 
Population Estimates. 
Hair Only. Using the Schnabel-Schumacher method, the population 
estimate for all of Kentucky was calculated to be 140 individuals (95% confidence limits 
58.2 to 409.2, Table 12, density= 0.0049 bears/ km2). The estimate for Pine 
Mountain/Kingdom Come was 82 (95% confidence limits 30.4 to 300.7, Table 12, 
density=3.22 bears/kmz). Program CAPTURE 
was also used to get population estimates 
of black bears. Table 13 shows the results of the model selection performed by 
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CAPTURE. All black bears and males collected throughout eastern Kentucky showed 
capture probabilities that were affected by response of the bear after first capture and 
behavioral response in the presence of heterogeneity (Tables 4, 6). In other words, after 
the initial time that the bears went to the traps they seemed to avoid returning to the trap. 
Also they had a behavioral response to the presence of other bears. The best model for all 
the bears is M(tb), which is means the data vary by time and behavior. For males the best 
model was M(bh). Males' capture probabilities were also affected by heterogeneity, 
which means that each individual had a different chance of being caught. Females also 
showed an avoidance of the trap after the first capture (Table 5). They had a behavioral 
response through time, which means that their capture probability changed from one 
capture session to the next (Table 5). The best model for females was M(tbh), which 
means the data vary by heterogeneity, time, and behavior. For bears from Pine Mountain 
and Kingdom Come it was both M(h) and M(tb). These bears' capture probabilities were 
affected by behavior variations and heterogeneity (Table 7). 
Table 12 shows the population estimates for the best four models. The population 
estimate for all of eastern Kentucky ranged from 54 to 211, M(tb) and M(h), respectively 
(0.0019 to 0.0074 bears/ km2). The best estimator- M(tb)-Burnham- estimated the 
population size to be 54 (95% confidence interval 30 to 1080, density= 0.0038 
bears/km2). The best model for females was found to be M(tbh), but no estimator was 
available for this model. The second best model was M(bh), and the best estimator was 
removal (Table 13). The population of females was estimated to be 8 individuals using 
this estimator. The best model and estimator for the males was M(bh)-Removal, and it 
estimated the population of males to be 21 (Table 12). The best estimator for the bears 
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collected in Pine Mountain and Kingdom Come was jackknife and it was used for both 
M(h) and M(tb) models. The population was estimated to be between 58 and 64 (Table 
12, density= 2.28 to 2.51 bears/km ). 
Table 13 shows the results of the closure violation tests. The closure violation 
tests for females and males had a p-value of 0.23, and for all bears and bears in Pine 
Mountain/Kingdom Come the p-value was 0.14. 
Scat and Hair Combined. Males' capture probabilities in Pine Mt and 
Kingdom Come were affected by behavioral response after first capture and by variation 
among individuals (heterogeneity) (Table 14). The best models for males were M(h) and 
M(b) (Table 15). The population estimates using these two models were 28 and 16, 
respectively (Table 16, d=l.l males/km2, 0.6287 males/km2). Using the density estimate 
for M(b)-Removal, which had the lowest error of the two models, the population size of 
bears in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come was calculated by assuming a sex ratio of 1:1. The male 
density estimate was doubled to 1.257 bears/square kilometers. The population size for 
the area was determined to be 311 bears for both sexes. 
Both males and females in Pine Mt and Kingdom Come showed variation in 
capture probabilities based on time and heterogeneity (Table 14). Thus, the best model 
was M(tb) (Table 15). The population estimate using this model was 23 (95% confidence 
intervals from 21 to 62, Table 16 d=0.9046 bears/ km2). The estimate for all the bears 
using Schnabel-Schumacher was 40.7 (Table 16, 95% confidence interval 21.8 to 82.1). 
There was closure violation for all the bears (Table 15, p=0.09479). Therefore, Jolly-
Seber was used to get a population estimate. The population estimate ranged from 11.3 to 
21.3 (Table 17, density ranged from 0.443 to 0.835 bears/km2). The probability of 
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survival decreased from 0.733 to 0.493 (Table 17). 
Genetic Diversity. The number of alleles for the microsatellites ranged from 5 to 
11, with the average number of alleles being 8.4 (Table 18). The highest allele 
frequencies for the loci ranged from 0.21795 (allele 135) for G10X to 0.50 (allele 212) 
for G10M (Table 18). G10B, G10P, G10X, G10M, and G10C showed a significant 
difference between the expected and the observed heterozygosities (Table 18, p=0.049, 
0.00436, 0.025, 0.0, 0.0005 respectively). G10X and G10C had a higher than expected 
heterozygosity, while G10B, G10P, G10M showed a deficiency of heterozygotes. G10M 
had only half the expected heterogeneity (0.3611) (Table 19). The average gene diversity 
(heterogeneity) was 0.7417 (+/-0.409) for the entire population. 
Genotyping Individuals. A minimum of 39 different individuals were identified 
and genotyped. One was identified by scat only, 33 by hair traps, roadkill, and 
capture/release, and five from both. There were 26 males and 13 females identified 
during the study period (ratio 2:1). Random match probabilities for these individuals 
ranged from 1.98E-6 (bear 0026) to 9.78E-15 (bear 0003). 
Kinship. When the relatedness between individuals was tested using Kinship 1.2 
(Goodnight, 2001), only seven individuals were found to have no relationship with any 
other individual (Bears 0003, 0013, 0018, 0019, 0021, 0023, and 0034). Most of these 
were only caught once (Table 8). Four of these individuals were female. One female was 
caught in Yatesville Lake, another from Martin's Fork, one from Pine Mt, and the other 
from Redbird. Two males were caught in Kingdom Come, and the other in Kentennia 
Forest. The other individuals were related to one another in different ways. The results of 
the kinship test are seen in Table 20. The first column contains the ID for the two bears 
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that were compared. As seen from Table 20, many individuals showed genetic 
relatedness. Figure 6 shows just how interwoven the relationships were between the 
individuals. Red lines are sibling (full, or half) relationships between the two individuals 
it connects, and blue lines are parent-offspring relationships. Green lines are either sibling 
or parent relationships. In many of the cases it was difficult to determine whether they 
were full sibling, half siblings, or parent-offspring. The ratios were explained closely, and 
those relationships that have large ratios are the most probable. From this information, 
female bear 0011 is probably the mother of two males, 0022 and 0012, and one female 
0027. Bears 0022 and 0012 are full siblings. No relationship was found between 0022, 
0012, and 0027. Bear 0027 is definitely the mother of female bear 0031, since this 
relationship was established by KDFWR. Bear 0027 also seems to the half sibling of 
male bear 0006 and male 0001, while bear 0031 is the half sibling by a father to male 
bear 0005. Bears 0006 and 0001 are also half siblings. Bears 0014, 0020, and 0030 
probably are half siblings to each other as well. Male bear 0002 and female bear 0004 are 
full siblings, their parents are unknown. It is unknown who their parents are. Male bears 
0037 and 0028 are father-offspring, but it is unclear who is the father and who is the 
offspring. 
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DISCUSSION 
Capture Variation. More hair samples were collected in June and July than were 
collected in August, September, October, and November (Figure 5). The opposite was 
found with the scat samples; more samples were collected in November than in July 
(Figure 3). The number of hair samples collected in each month corresponds to the 
number of individuals identified from the hair. In other words, number of individuals 
caught decreased from June to November. It is unknown how the number of individuals 
identified by scat corresponded to the number of scat samples, since not all of the scat 
samples have yet been genotyped. Since the scat samples were collected from the same 
area, they likely belonged to the same individuals. Most of the scat samples analyzed 
were from females, and there were at least three females in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come area 
from August to October. These three females were two adults and one cub (Table 8). 
Most of the scat samples may have been from these individuals. Also, many of the scat 
samples were collected from the same area. In one case, five samples were collected on 
the same date on the same trail. These samples may have been from one individual that 
frequently used the trail. 
It would seem from this information that the best time to collect hair samples is in 
June and July, and the best time to collect scat samples is in October and November. In 
many studies, black bears have been found to be more active during June and July 
(Garshelis and Pelton, 1980; Alt etal., 1980; Lindzey and Meslow, 1977; Amstrup and 
Beecham, 1976). Mating season occurs in June and July. During this time, male yearlings 
are being forced away from their mothers, and they are traveling over several miles. 
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During mating season, males move throughout their home range encountering and mating 
with as many females as possible (Garshelis and Pelton, 1981). Therefore, they are 
moving great distances to find mates. This movement of males may explain the high 
number of hair samples collected in June and July. 
Also during June and July, there is less soft and hard mast available for the bears. 
Therefore, during this time the hair traps may be a good source of food for the bears. 
August and September are berry season, and October and November are times when 
acorns are available to the bears. The bears may have ignored the traps in favor of the 
berries and acorns. Most of the scat that was collected during August to November 
contained a large quantity of berries and acorns. Acorns are high in protein and calories. 
The bear only has a limited time to fatten up for winter. Therefore, because of this 
limitation the bear would be expected to consume food that contains the highest fat 
concentration (nuts and berries). Also though no research has been done on food 
preference, perhaps the bears simply preferred to consume berries and acorns. 
Garshelis and Pelton (1980) found that females with cubs are more active in fall 
than males and solitary females. The presence of at least one female with two cubs in 
Kingdom Come may explain the high number of scat samples collected in October and 
November. Most of these samples may have been from these individuals. At least one of 
the cubs was a female. The sex of the other cub was unknown. 
The higher scat sample number in later months may have also been due to the 
increase in food consumption by the bears. After mating season, bears spend most of their 
time traveling to berry and acorn patches and consuming food. During mating season, 
they don't consume as much food, especially the males (Fair, 1990). Therefore, there 
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would be less waste during this time. This is also supported by the hair samples. When 
the capture probabilities were calculated by CAPTURE using the hair samples, males had 
the highest probabilities of capture in early June, July, and September, while females had 
the highest probabilities in June and early August (Table 10). The high probabilities in 
September and August show that the bears are still active, but they just are not traveling 
to the hair traps as often. 
Most of the hair samples were collected from Pine Mt WMA and Kingdom Come 
State Park (Figure 2). These two areas are in Letcher and Harlan counties, respectively. 
These two counties also had the highest number of individuals identified from their areas 
(Figure 4). Harlan county had 16 individuals, while Letcher had 17 individuals (Figure 
4). Five other counties also had bears. These counties are Jackson (2 bears), Clay (1), 
Pike (1), Floyd (2), and Lawrence (1). Figure 4 shows only the counties that had 
individuals identified from hair samples. This information does not necessarily mean that 
these counties were the only ones that had bears. During 2001, observations were made 
by individuals and reported to KDFWR in several counties. These counties include Bell, 
Johnson, Floyd, Harlan, Lawrence, Letcher, Morgan, Perry, and Pike, which had hair 
traps placed within their borders (KDFWR, 2002). Clay and Jackson, which had bears 
identified from them, had no observations made by individuals. This shows that even 
though the observations give an idea of where bears are found they are neither very 
reliable nor necessarily correct. Many of the observations may have been males that were 
moving through the area, and thus are not representative of permanent home ranges. The 
hair samples give a better indication of the actual counties the bears reside in, and only 
these individuals were used to test for relationship between number of bears in each 
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county and demographic data of the county. 
No relationship was found between the number of bears in these counties and size 
of county, human population in 1990, length of roads, and acreage of wildlife 
management areas and state parks (Table 9, p=0.79709). Therefore, some other 
variable(s) beside the demographic data affects the number of bears collected in each 
area. One variable may be the close proximity to Virginia. The majority of the bears were 
found from Pine Mt and Kingdom Come, which are very close to Jefferson National Park 
in Virginia. There are higher numbers of bears in state and national parks (Fair, 1990). 
The other counties that contained hair traps were not very close to any other parks. This 
variable may explain why there were fewer samples collected from these counties. Many 
of these counties bordered Tennessee and West Virginia. Due to the low number of 
samples collected from the counties bordering West Virginia and Tennessee, it would 
seem that few bears are migrating from these states. Even though most bears in West 
Virginia are found in the eastern part of the state (Maehr, 1984), over 200 bears have 
been captured from the southern counties in West Virginia (Becky Littleton, per. comm.). 
These bears may have expanded out from the eastern part of the state, and they are slowly 
moving towards Kentucky. However, the distance may be too great for them to have as 
yet moved permanently into Kentucky. Tennessee bears are mostly found in the Great 
Smoky Mountains (Maehr, 1984), which again is probably too far for the bears to travel 
to Kentucky. However, this information does not lead to the conclusion that all the bears 
in Kentucky are coming from Virginia, rather that most of the samples collected were 
from bears that came from Virginia. Alternatively, some other variable(s) explains the 
high numbers collected in Harlan and Letcher counties, such as number of den sites, 
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maturity of the forest, availability of food, or contact with humans. 
Bears are known to be moving into the state from West Virginia, Virginia, and 
Tennessee (Jonathan Gassett, pers. comm.). Even though most of the bears that are found 
in West Virginia are found in the eastern part of the state, there has been an increase in 
the number of bears in the southern counties (West Virginia Division of Natural 
Resources, 1998). Also bears that were radio-collared in West Virginia were caught in 
Kentucky, and vice versa (Jon Gassett, pers. comm). Bears are probably coming less 
from Tennessee than from the other two states, because of the distance to Great Smoky 
Mountains. However, this probability does not mean that no bears are coming in from 
Tennessee. Many of the bears coming from Tennessee came naturally with no help from 
humans, but during 1995 and 1996 many females were translocated from Great Smoky 
Mountains to Big South Fork National River and Recreation Area, which is found in both 
Tennessee and Kentucky (Eastridge and Clark, 2001). Many of these females had cubs 
with them or were pregnant when they were moved (Eastridge and Clark, 2001). The 
addition of these females to this area probably led to many males also moving into these 
areas. No hair traps were placed in Big South Fork. However, some females may have 
moved from Big South Fork to areas where there were hair traps. This move would have 
required them to cross interstate 75, and to move a great distance. Bears have been shown 
to avoid roads, especially large, busy interstates (Powell et al., 1996). Also females with 
cubs will not move very far. However, some of the females placed in the area did not 
have cubs (Eastridge and Clark, 2001). These females then may have moved into the 
study area from Big South Fork. 
Population Estimates. A total of 39 individuals were identified during the study 
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period (Table 8). One was identified by scat only, 38 by hair traps, roadkill, and 
capture/release. There were 26 males and 13 females identified during the study period 
(ratio 2:1). In natural populations, the ratio of males to females is 1:1 (Hellgren and 
Vaughan, 1989). The reason that there was not a 1:1 ratio seen from the samples is 
probably due to the behavior of males. Males move farther and thus encounter more 
traps. Also, those bears that are live-captured because they are nuisance bears are 
normally males since they are moving from their mother's home range through areas of 
high human density. Four of the bears that were live caught were males, and three were 
females. Also, males have a higher mortality rate, because they are hit more often by 
vehicles (Hellgren and Vaughan, 1989). Two of the males were hit by cars (Table 8). 
However, when these six males and three females were removed from the analysis the 
ratio was still skewed towards males (2:1). Therefore, the most likely reason for the bias 
towards males is the fact they travel farther and go to the hair-traps more often. 
Model selection for mark-recapture estimates is a very important part of using 
CAPTURE. Model selection in CAPTURE lacks power when samples sizes and capture 
probabilities are low (Mowat and Strobeck, 2000). Normally, when the power is low the 
model M(o) is selected. M(o) assumes equal catchability within and among sessions, 
which is unlikely in natural populations. Therefore, the estimates for M(o) in this study 
were dismissed. For both hair samples and hair and scat combined, the best model for all 
the bears and bears in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come was M(tb) (Table 13, 15). This means that 
behavior and time affected the catchability of the bears and the probability of capture for 
bears changed through the study period. This result was supported by the fact that the 
number of samples decreased from June to November. Behavior means that the bears had 
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equal initial capture probability but changes after the first capture. In other words, the 
bears either avoided or purposely came back to the traps. It would seem that since the 
barbed wire caused only minimal discomfort as compared to the high calorie food to be 
found that the bears probably kept coming back to the traps. However, this assumption 
was not supported by the data. The bears seem to avoid coming back to the traps. It is 
unclear why that was the case. It may be that they went to berry and nut patches and 
ignored the scent traps except when no other food source was available. 
The models selected for males was M(bh) for the hair samples (Table 13), and 
M(h) and M(b) for the hair and scat combined (Table 15). More than likely the males' 
capture probabilities were affected by both behavior and heterogeneity. Heterogeneity 
means that each individual has an unique probability of capture. This behavior would be 
expected for males since yearling males move great distances and are probably more 
likely to be captured, while adult males move farther than females but they stay in the 
same area. 
The best model for females was found to be M(tbh) (Table 13). Each female 
responds differently through the study period, after the initial capture period, and each 
female has its own unique probability of capture. For both males and females, each 
individual has a different capture probability since they do not act as a unit. In other 
words, the bears move differently from each other. One individual may move more and 
thus encounter more traps, while another individual may not move at all. Females with 
cubs travel farther and are more active than solitary females, and thus may visit the traps 
more often (Garshelis and Pelton, 1980). The reason that females with cubs, especially if 
the cubs are females, travel farther is probably because the mother is teaching the cubs 
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her home range (DeBruyn, 1999). Also, the mother and cubs need to find more food. 
Thus requiring them to move to more areas of dense berry bushes or acorns. Also, they 
are more likely to take any food that they can find. 
Based on hair samples, the population estimate for the entire area for the best 
model for CAPTURE was 54 individuals (Table 12). The Schnabel-Schumacher estimate 
was 140 (Table 12). The estimate for CAPTURE is probably more accurate since it takes 
into account capture variation, while Schnabel-Schumacher does not (Krebs, 1999). The 
density for the entire study using the CAPTURE estimate was 0.0038 bears/km2. Females 
were estimated at 8 individuals and males were estimated at 31 (Table 12). This 
combination does not equal to 54, because different models were used to calculate 
estimates for both sexes combined and males and females separate. These population 
estimates are not very accurate or reliable because, as seen in Figure 1, the hair traps were 
clustered into different groups. The traps did not cover the entire study area. Therefore, 
there is presently no way to calculate the number of bears that are found between the 
different clusters. The estimates for Pine Mt/Kingdom Come are more reliable since the 
hair traps covered most of this 247.11 square kilometer area. The estimates using the hair 
samples were 58 and 82 for CAPTURE and Schnabel-Schumacher, respectively (Table 
12). Using hair and scat combined, the population size was estimated at 23 (Table 16). 
The estimate based on the hair and scat combined is probably a more accurate estimate 
since it had a higher number of recaptures due to the addition of the scat. Population 
estimates are affected by the number of recaptures. Mark-recapture methods normally 
require at least seven recaptures in order for the estimates to be at least 25% accurate 
(Mowat and Strobeck, 2000). The addition of more recaptures increases the accuracy of 
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the estimate. When only the hair samples were used, there were seven recaptures. The 
number of recaptures increased to nine with the addition of the scat samples. 
The estimate for males in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come is 17 based on M(b)-Removal 
(Table 16). The density of males in this area was calculated at 0.6287 bears/km2. This 
estimate was doubled to 1.257 bears/km2 and used as the density estimate for all of the 
bears in Pine Mt/KC. The estimate for all the bears in the area based on this density was 
calculated to approximately 311 bears. This estimation is too high for such a small area. 
Most of the males that were caught in the area were probably male yearlings and thus 
probably positively biased the estimates. Therefore, in Pine Mt/Kingdom, more 
conservative estimates of permanent resident bears would be less than 17 for males and 
23 for both females and males. 
CAPTURE and Schnabel-Schumacher are based on the assumption that the 
population is closed, with no increase or decrease in the number of bears during the study 
period. This assumption was tested using CAPTURE. The only closure test that had a p 
value less than 0.1 was the test calculated for both sexes using both hair and scat samples 
(Table 13, 15, p-value less than 0.1 means a significant violation of closure of the 
population). However, the other closure tests' p-values were close to 0.1 and, because of 
the sparseness of the data, all of the estimates most likely had closure violations. There 
are several ways that the population is not closed, such as births, deaths, or migration. 
More than likely the violation was due to migration. During the study period there were 
no births into the population, because cubs are born in January or February (Fair, 1990). 
Black bears also have low mortality, especially the females (Mowat and Strobeck, 2000). 
Therefore, the closure violation is most likely due to movement of bears into and out of 
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the area. Many of the bears may have home ranges that extend outside of the study area. 
The study area was surrounded by bear populations in other states. Many bears have been 
caught in Kentucky from these other states (Jon Gassett, pers. comm). This range of 
movement is especially true along the Virginia/Kentucky border in Harlan and Letcher 
counties. Pine Mt WMA and Kingdom Come are almost continuous with Jefferson 
National Park in Virginia. Thus, there is a high probably that bears' home range in 
Jefferson extend into Kentucky. The closure violation was probably also due to seasonal 
movement of bears. Bears will travel great distances to berry bushes and in search of 
mates, which means they are moving into and out of the study area. 
Due to the closure violations of the estimates, the open model Jolly-Seber method 
was used to calculate more accurate estimates. Population estimates using Jolly-Seber 
could only be done for both sexes in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come using hair and scat samples 
combined, because of the low number of recaptures for the hair samples. The capture 
sessions for the hair and scat combined had to be reduced to months, because during the 
two weeks at the end of August no samples were collected. Therefore, survival estimates 
could not be calculated. The population estimate for Pine Mt/KC was calculated in July at 
19.6, in August at 21.3, and in September at 11.3 (Table 17). The survival probability 
decreased from 0.733 at the beginning of the study to 0.493 in August (Table 17). These 
survival rates are not very accurate, because large numbers of capture/recaptures are 
required (Sorensen and Powell, 1998). The number of captures/recaptures was too small 
in this study. More samples would need to be collected before accurate survival rates 
could be calculated. During the study period, the survival rate was probably close to 1 
since black bears have been shown to have a high survival rate during the summer and 
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fall (Sorensen and Powell, 1998). Since the survival rates were not very accurate, the 
population estimates were probably not very reliable. 
Genetic Diversity. The population has a high genetic variation based on average 
heterozygosity (0.7418). This high variation is probably due to the high genetic variation 
of bears in Virginia since most of the samples probably came from this state. Black bear 
populations that have been tested previously have shown a high heterozygosity, many 
similar to or slightly higher than the heterozygosity calculated for this study (Paetkau and 
Strobeck, 1994; Paetkau et al., 1998). These populations are similar in structure to 
populations found in Appalachia, and thus lead to the conclusion that heterozygosity 
must be high in most black bear populations. However, the high genetic variation may 
also be due to interbreeding between bears from different states. Samples and average 
heterozygosity for black bear populations in Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia are 
needed to fully answer this question. 
Not all the microsatellite loci showed high heterozygosity. G10M, G10B, and 
G10P all had significantly lower heterozygosity than expected (Table 19). These low 
heterozygosities may be due to loss of genetic heterozygosity caused by inbreeding 
between individuals. Many studies have shown that though male yearlings move away 
from their mother, adult males do not move away from their daughters (Schenk and 
Kovas, 1996; Craighead et al., 1995; Schenk and Kovas, 1995). Therefore, fathers have 
the potential to mate with daughters, which could lower heterozygosity. However, we 
would expect inbreeding to affect all loci. Another more likely cause of the low 
heterozygosity may be null alleles. Null alleles are normally caused by mutations in the 
binding sites of the primers, which prevent amplification of the microsatellite. Null 
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alleles have been identified for G10P, and may be a problem with other loci (Paektau and 
Strobeck, 1995). Null alleles cause false homozygotes, and decrease the calculated 
heterozygosity (Gagneux et al., 1997). 
Genotyping Individuals. There is a chance that two individuals share the same 
genotype. Therefore, the 39 genotypes identified are the minimum number of possible 
individuals. Recaptures of these genotypes may be the same individual or a different 
individual with the same genotype. Random match probabilities assess the possibility that 
two individuals have the same genotype. These probabilities are based on the assumption 
that the loci are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE). However, as stated above not all 
the loci are in HWE. Therefore, the probabilities can only be taken as biased estimates of 
the chance that two individuals have the same genotype. 
Kinship. Females in an area are more closely related to each other than to the 
males (Schenk and Kovas, 1996). Males are normally distantly related to each other due 
to the dispersal patterns of male yearlings. As mentioned before, though, fathers may 
mate with daughters. Black bears are promiscuous breeders (Schenk and Kovas, 1995). 
During breeding season individual females are in estrus for only a few days (Fair, 1990). 
During this period, the female will mate with several males, thus cubs in the same litter 
may have different fathers, which further complicates the assessment of relatedness. 
As seen from Figure 6, the relatedness between the individuals was highly 
interwoven. Only seven individuals showed no genetic relatedness, four females and 
three males. The females were sampled only once, and only one was from Pine Mt. The 
other three females were from Martin's Fork, Redbird, and Yatesville Lake (Table 8). 
The female from Yatesville Lake is probably from West Virginia, while the other 
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individuals were probably from Virginia. It is not clear why these individuals are not 
related to other individuals. These individuals may still be related to other bears in 
Kentucky, but those bears were not sampled. Only the females from Martin's Fork, 
Redbird, and Yatesville were collected from this area. 
Because the individuals were not physically caught, the ages of the individuals 
were not determined. Therefore, when parent-offspring DNA is detected, there is no way 
to determine which is the offspring and which is the parent. However, some of the 
individuals were live-captured and thus parenthood could be determined in those cases. 
Bears 0027 and 0011 are two females that were live-captured. As previously mentioned, 
bear 0011 had at least three yearlings of unknown sex and bear 0027 had two cubs, one 
female (bear 0031) and other unknown (Gregory Ison, pers. comm.). Based on the 
kinship analysis bears 0011 and 0027 are mother and offspring (Table 20). Bear 0027 is 
probably the offspring, since according to Gregory Ison it was probably only two and half 
to three years old. Therefore, bear 0011 is older than bear 0027 since it had yearlings in 
the same year that 0027 was aged. Bear 0011 would have been pregnant with the 
yearlings two years before, and females do not begin breeding until they are two to four 
years old (Fair, 1990). Thus, bear 0011 is at least four years old. 
Bear 0011 was also probably the mother of 0012 and 0022, which were identified 
as full siblings (Table 20). The only problem with the relationship is 0012 and 0022 were 
not identified as half, or full siblings to 0027. Relationship between half siblings is 
difficult to assess since mutations and errors in genotyping can occur. Also relatedness 
between half siblings is 0.25, but they may not inherit the same alleles from the mother 
(or father). 
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The program Kinship 1.2 calculates only genetic relationships, which means it 
bases relationships on similarity between genotypes. Individuals may share the same 
alleles, but these may not be due to inheritance from the same parents. There has to be 
high genetic variation between individuals in order for familial relationships to be 
identified accurately by this program. In this population not enough individuals were 
sampled to accurately state that the population is diverse enough. Therefore, more 
samples are needed to identify familial relationships between individuals. 
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
The use of hair-traps instead of live captures is a more efficient approach for 
population estimation. More samples can be collected in a shorter amount of time. Also, 
hair-trap sampling is less invasive than live captures. The bear is not stressed, and 
mortality from sampling is almost zero. Noninvasive sampling can allow the researcher 
to analyze relatedness and genetic diversity, which is very important in conservation 
management. The genetic diversity of a population is an important indicator of the health 
of the population. However, demographic data such as age and health of the individual 
can not be determined. Therefore, it would seem that the best monitoring system would 
be to combine noninvasive sampling with live-captures. 
Capture sessions should be concentrated during June and July, with less sampling 
(if any) during October and November. This time frame may decrease the bias caused by 
closure violations. Also another year of sampling would give a better representation of 
the individuals found in the area. Hair traps should also be placed in more locations and 
closer together. Also sampling of bears in Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia would 
allow researchers to determine from where the bears in Kentucky are coming. All these 
changes would lead to a more accurate population estimate and a better understanding of 
the population in Kentucky. 
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Table 1. Hair trap locations: wildlife management areas (WMA) state parks, state forests, 
and nature preserves. 
Locations County Number of hair traps 
Yatesville Lake Lawrence 2 
Pine Mt WMA Letcher 5 
Fishtrap WMA Pike 11 
Beech Creek WMA Clay 2 
Redbird WMA Leslie, Clay 7 
Martin's Fork WMA Harlan 1 
Cranks Creek WMA Harlan 2 
Kentenia State Forest Harlan 4 
Dewey WMA Floyd 8 
Paintsville WMA Johnson, Morgan 8 
Mill Creek WMA Jackson 11 
Beaver Creek WMA McCreary, Pulaski 10 
Cane Creek WMA Laurel 5 
Buckhorn WMA Perry 2 
Carr Fork Lake Knott 3 
Kentucky Ridge State Forest Bell 8 
Kingdom Come State Park Harlan 2 
Bad Branch Nature Preserve Letcher 2 
Table 2. Primer sequences for each microsatellite sequences. 
Locus (GT)n strand primer (CA)n strand primer 
G1A GACCCTGCATACTCTCCTCTGATG GCACTGTCCTTGCGTAGAAGTGAC 
G1D GATCTGTGGGTTTATAGGTTACA CTACTCTTCCTACTCTTTAAGAG 
G10B GCCTTTTAATGTTCTGTTGAATTTG GACAAATCACAGAAACCTCCATCC 
G10C AAAGCAGAAGGCCTTGATTTCCTG GGGGACATAAACACCGAGACAGC 
G10L GTACTG ATTTAATTC AC ATTTC C C GAAGATACAGAAACCTACCCATGC 
G10M TTCCCCTCATCGTAGGTTGTA GATCATGTGTTTCCAAATAAT 
G10P AGGAGGAAGAAAGATGGAAAAC TCATGTGGGGAAATACTCTGAA 
G10X CCCTGGTAACCACAAATCTCT TCAGTTATCTGTGAAATCAAAA 
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Table 3. Capture Sessions used to estimate population size. 
Capture Session Date Capture Session Date 
1 June 1-14 7 September 1-14 
2 June 15-30 8 September 15-30 
3 July 1-14 9 October 1-14 
4 July 15-31 10 October 15-31 
5 August 1-14 11 November 1-14 
6 August 15-31 12 November 15-30 
Table 4. Results from program CAPTURE model selection routine for black 
bears in eastern Kentucky. 
Test Hypothesis: 
Null 
Alternative ca P df Comments 
1. General heterogeneity 
variation 
None (M(o)) Heterogeneity (M(h)) Expected values 
too small 
2. General behavioral 
response after first capture 
None (M(o)) Behavior 
(M(b)) 
14.41 0.0002 1 Behavior evident 
3. General time variation None (M(o)) Time (M(t)) 12.92 0.1663 9 Time variation not 
evident 
4. Precise heterogeneity Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 21.24 0.0116 9 Heterogeneity not 
evident 
a)M(h) by frequency of 
capture 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 16.33 0.0602 9 Heterogeneity not 
evident 
5. Precise behavior variation Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 42.98 0.0001 1 
4 
Behavior not 
evident 
a) M(b) 1st capture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 14.17 0.0278 6 Behavior not 
evident 
b) M(b): Recapture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 28.82 0.0034 8 Behavior not 
evident 
6. Precise time variation Time (M(t)) Not time (M(t)) Expected values 
too small 
7. Behavioral response in 
the presence of 
heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Behavior & 
Heterogeneity 
16.33 0.0602 9 Behavior & 
heterogeneity 
evident 
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Table 5. Results from program CAPTURE model selection routine for female black 
bears in eastern Kentucky. 
Test Hypothesis: 
Null 
Alternative c* P df Comments 
1. General heterogeneity 
variation 
None (M(o)) Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Expected values 
too small 
2. General behavioral 
response after first capture 
None (M(o)) Behavior 
(M(b)) 
5.702 0.0169 1 Behavior evident 
3. General time variation None (M(o)) Time (M(t)) 1.066 0.9992 9 Time variation not 
evident 
4. Precise heterogeneity Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 7.861 0.5482 9 Heterogeneity 
evident 
5. Precise behavior 
variation 
Behavior (M(b)) Not M(b) 14.61 0.147 10 Behavior evident 
a) M(b) 1st capture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior (M(b)) Not M(b) 2.123 0.3459 2 Behavior evident 
b) M(b): Recapture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior (M(b)) Not M(b) 12.49 0.1308 8 Behavior evident 
6. Precise time variation Time (M(t)) Not time (M(t)) Expected values 
too small 
7. Behavioral response in 
the presence of 
heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Behavior & 
Heterogeneity 
5.857 0.3203 5 Heterogeneity 
evident 
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Table 6. Results from program CAPTURE model selection routine for male black 
bears in eastern Kentucky. 
Test Hypothesis: 
Null 
Alternative P df Comments 
1. General heterogeneity 
variation 
None (M(o)) Heterogeneity (M(h)) Expected 
values too 
small 
2. General behavioral 
response after first capture 
None (M(o)) Behavior 
(M(b)) 
10.16 0.00144 1 Behavior 
evident 
3. General time variation None (M(o)) Time (M(t)) 7.951 0.53914 9 Time variation 
not evident 
4. Precise heterogeneity Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 16.35 0.05998 9 Heterogeneity 
not evident 
a)M(h) by frequency of 
capture 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 13 0.16261 9 Heterogeneity 
evident 
5. Precise behavior variation Behavior (M(b)) Not M(b) 19.49 0.10869 13 Behavior not 
evident 
a) M(b) 1st capture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior (M(b)) Not M(b) 4.121 0.53208 5 Behavior not 
evident 
b) M(b): Recapture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior (M(b)) Not M(b) 15.37 0.05237 8 Behavior not 
evident 
6. Precise time variation Time (M(t)) Not time (M(t)) Expected 
values too 
small 
7. Behavioral response in 
the presence of 
heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h» 
Behavior & 
Heterogeneity 
10.75 0.1499 7 Behavior & 
heterogeneity 
evident 
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Table 7. Results from program CAPTURE model selection routine for black 
bears in Pine Mountain/Kingdom Come. 
Test Hypothesis: 
Null 
Alternative P df Comments 
1. General heterogeneity 
variation 
None (M(o)) Heterogeneity (M(h)) Expected values 
too small 
2. General behavioral 
response after first capture 
None (M(o)) Behavior 
(M(b)) 
7.708 0.0055 1 Behavior 
evident 
3. General time variation None (M(o)) Time (M(t)) 9.519 0.39079 9 Time variation 
not evident 
4. Precise heterogeneity Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 23.79 0.00465 9 Heterogeneity 
not evident 
5. Precise behavior variation Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 39.5 0.00017 13 Behavior not 
evident 
a) M(b) 1st capture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 7.812 0.16692 5 Behavior 
evident 
b) M(b): Recapture 
homogeneity across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 31.69 0.00011 8 Behavior not 
evident 
6. Precise time variation Time (M(t)) Not time (M(t)) Expected values 
too small 
7 Behavioral response in the 
presence of heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Behavior & 
Heterogeneity 
13.88 0.05332 7 Behavior & 
heterogeneity 
evident 
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Table 8 Dates and locations that each bear was caught and identified. 
ID Lab sample 
numbers 
Sex Date Location 
0001 0001, 0077,0085 male June 4, 2001 Pine Mt 3 
June 19, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
October 13, 2001 KC scat 
0002 0002,0052 male June 4, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
August 17, 2001 Pine Mt 4 
0003 0003 female June 4, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
0004 0004, 0006 female June 4, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
0005 0005, 0019 male June 4, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
May 20, 2001 KC C/R 
0006 0007, 0030 male June 16,2001 Pine Mt 5 
July 21, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
0007 0008, 0018, 0012 male June 16, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
May 26, 2001 KC C/R 
June 19,2001 KF4 
0008 0009 female June 13, 2001 Dewey 4 
0009 0010 female June 13, 2001 Dewey 5 
0010 0011 female June 19, 2001 KF4 
0011 0013, 
0014,0016,0070,0087 
female June 19, 2001 Pine Mt 4 
July 21, 2001 Pine Mt 2 
May 22, 2001 KC C/R 
October 13, 2001 KC scat 
0012 0015 male June 30, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
0013 0017 male June 11,2001 KC C/R 
0014 0020 male June 11,2001 Floyd County Hit by Car 
0015 0021 male June 26, 2001 Cranks Creek 2 
0016 0022 male June 26, 2001 Morgan County C/R 
0017 0023 male May 26, 2001 Hwy 23, Lawrence 
County 
Roadkill 
0018 0024 female July 10, 2001 Martin's Fork 
0019 0025, 0026 male July 10, 2001 KF1 
July 10, 2001 KF4 
0020 0027, 0028 male July 10, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
0021 0029 female July 10, 2001 Redbird 
0022 0031 male July 21, 2001 Pine Mt 4 
0023 0032, 0033,0081,0082 male July 21, 2001 KC1 
September 29, 
2001 
KC scat 
0024 0034 male July 21, 2001 Pine Mt 1 
0025 0049, 0050 male August 2, 2001 Pine Mt 5 
0026 0051 female August 7, 2001 Mill Creek 2 
0027 0053, 0066 female August 17, 2001 KC1 
August 7, 2001 KC C/R 
0028 0054 male August 22, 2001 BB2 
0029 0055 male September 22, 
2001 
Pine Mt 5 
0030 0056,0084 female September 22, 
2001 
Pine mt 1 
October 13, 2001 KC scat 
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ID Lab sample 
numbers 
Sex Date Location 
0031 0067, 0074 female August 7, 2001 KC C/R 
September 29, 
2001 
KC2 Cub of 
0028 
0032 0068 male October 13, 2001 KC2 
0033 0069 male September 29, 
2001 
PM5 
0034 0071,0072 female August 16, 2001 Yatesville Lake 2 
0035 0073 male August 14, 2001 Beech Creek 2 
0036 0075,0040,0089 male September 29, 
2001 
KC2 
August 17, 2001 KC scat 
October 13, 2001 KC scat 
0037 0076 male August 7, 2001 Mill Creek 2 
0038 0078,0079 male June 16, 2001 Pine Mt 2 
June 15, 2001 Fishtrap 2 
0039 0036,0043 male July 21, 2001 KC scat 
September 22, 
2001 
KC scat 
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Table 9. The results of the multiple linear regression test that examined possible 
relationships between demographic data of each counties versus the number of bears 
counted in each county. 
Dependent variable: Number of different b ack bears. 
Source Sum-of-Squares df Mean-square F-ratio P 
Regression 81.84045 4 20.46011 0.409041 0.79709 
Residual 349.8262 7 49.97517 
Squared multiple R= 0.18959 
Table 10. Probability of capture and recapture for bears for each occasion. 
Pine Mt/Kingdom Come Males Female All Bears 
Occasion Capture Recapture Capture Recapture Capture Recapture Capture Recapture 
June 1-14 0.200 0.058 0.194 0.024 0.002 0.068 0.148 0.038 
June 15-30 0.040 0.003 0.078 0.003 0.002 0.067 0.083 0.014 
July 1-14 0.227 0.072 0.196 0.025 0.000 0.034 0.131 0.031 
July 15-31 0.046 0.004 0.049 0.001 0.001 0.049 0.048 0.006 
Aug. 1-14 0.092 0.014 0.143 0.012 0.002 0.066 0.117 0.026 
Aug. 15-31 0.000 0.000 0.059 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.029 0.002 
Sep.1-14 0.218 0.067 0.210 0.029 0.001 0.047 0.127 0.030 
Sep. 15-30 0.064 0.008 0.079 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.033 0.003 
Oct. 1-14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Oct. 15-31 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Table 11. Probability of capture and recapture of bears in Pine Mt/KC based on hair and 
scat. 
Both sexes Males 
Occasion Capture Recapture Capture Recapture 
June 1-14 0.261 0.0636 0.29412 0.03806 
June 15-30 0.0569 0.0028 0.08205 0.00126 
July 1-14 0.3577 0.1215 0.42452 0.10142 
July 15-31 0.07476 0.00491 0.12884 0.0042 
Aug. 1-14 0.20254 0.03786 0.24495 0.02335 
Aug. 15-31 0 0 0 0 
Sept. 1-14 0.46918 0.2119 0.56473 0.21736 
Sept. 15-30 0.42083 0.16955 0.47319 0.13553 
Oct. 1-14 0 0 0 0 
Oct. 15-31 0 0 0 0 
Table 12. Population estimates for black bears in eastern Kentucky. 
Model Estimator N Standard Error Confidence Intervals 
All bears 
Schnabel-Schumacher 140 58.2 409.2 
M(h) Jackknife 111 21.47 79 165 
M(o) 200 131.34 73 1149 
M(h) Chao 211 147.34 75 760 
M(tb) Burnham 54 0 30 1080 
Females 
M(o) 30 24.91 10 471 
M(h) Jackknife 19 7.08 12 42 
M(bh) Removal 8 0.6369 8 12 
M(tbh) CANNOT BE DONE. NO ESTIMATOR AVAILABLE 
Males 
M(bh) Removal 21 0.0638 21 21 
M(o) 201 188.32 53 3394 
M(h) Jackknife 85 18.24 58 131 
M(tb) Burnham 31 0 21 620 
Pine Mt/KC 
Schnabel-Schumacher 82 30.4 300.7 
M(h) Jackknife 64 15.9344 43 107 
M(tb) Jackknife 58 29.88 30 166 
M(tbh) CANNOT BE DONE. NO ESTIMATOR AVAILABLE 
M(o) 88 55.8 34 496 
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Table 13. Capture probability variation and closure violation in black bear survey 
data set. 
Model rating Closure violation 
Sex/Location M(o) M(h) M(b) M(bh) M(t) M(th) M(tb) M(tbh) P-Value 
All 0.87 0.88 0.65 0.68 0 0.41 1 0.79 0.14321 
Females 0.9 0.87 0.68 0.95 0 0.54 0.67 1 0.22549 
Males 0.99 0.99 0.95 1 0 0.45 0.99 0.91 0.22549 
Pine Mt/KC 0.97 1 0.74 0.73 0 0.37 1 0.79 0.14321 
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Table 14. Results from program CAPTURE model selection routine for scat/hair 
combined collected in Pine Mt/Kingdom Come. 
Both males and females 
Test 
1. General heterogeneity 
variation 
Hypothesis:Nu 
II 
Alternative c2 P df Comments 
2. General behavioral response 
after first capture 
None (M(o)) Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Expected 
values too 
small 
3. General time variation None (M(o)) Behavior 
(M(b)) 
4.2 0.04 1 Behavior 
evident 
4. Precise heterogeneity None (M(o)) Time (M(t)) 14.75 0.098 9 Time variation 
evident 
5. Precise behavior variation Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 27 0.001 9 Heterogeneity 
not evident 
a) M(b) 1st capture homogeneity 
across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 32.05 0.004 14 Behavior not 
evident 
b) M(b): Recapture homogeneity 
across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 12.72 0.048 6 Behavior not 
evident 
6. Precise time variation Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 19.33 0.013 8 Behavior not 
evident 
7. Behavioral response in the 
presence of heterogeneity 
Time (M(t)) Not time 
(M(t)) 
Expected 
values too 
small 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Behavior & 
Heterogeneity 
10.19 0.424 10 Heterogeneity 
evident 
Males only 
Test 
1. General heterogeneity 
variation 
Hypothesis:Nu 
II 
Alternative c2 P df Comments 
2. General behavioral response 
after first capture 
None (M(o)) Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Expected 
values too 
small 
3. General time variation None (M(o)) Behavior 
(M(b)) 
7.724 0.005 1 Behavior 
evident 
4. Precise heterogeneity None (M(o)) Time (M(t)) 9.057 0.432 9 Time variation 
not evident 
5. Precise behavior variation Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Not M(h) 20.35 0.016 9 Heterogeneity 
not evident 
a) M(b) 1st capture homogeneity 
across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 18.35 0.105 12 Behavior not 
evident 
b) M(b): Recapture homogeneity 
across time 
Behavior 
(M(b)> 
Not M(b) 3.821 0.431 4 Behavior 
evident 
6. Precise time variation Behavior 
(M(b)) 
Not M(b) 14.53 0.069 8 Behavior not 
evident 
7 Behavioral response in the 
presence of heterogeneity 
Time (M(t)) Not time 
(M(t)) 
Expected 
values too 
small 
Heterogeneity 
(M(h)) 
Behavior & 
Heterogeneity 
6.273 0.508 7 Heterogeneity 
evident 
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Table 15. Model selection and closure violation for scat and hair combined. 
Model Rating Closure violation 
Sex M(o) M(h) M(b) M(bh) M(t) M(th) M(tb) M(tbh) p-value 
Both 0.89 0.93 0.65 0.64 0 0.59 1 0.71 0.09479 
Males 0.97 1 1 0.96 0 0.48 0.99 0.8 0.19737 
Table 16. Population estimates for black bears in Pine Mt/ Kingdom Come using both 
scat and hair. 
Model Estimator N Standard Error Confidence Intervals 
All Bears 
Schnabel-Schumacher 40.7 21.8 to 82.1 
M(h) Jackknife 35 7.5805 27 to 58 
M(tb) Burnham 23 0 21 to 62 
M(o) 37 9.6731 25 to71 
M(h) Chao 37 11.7055 26 to 78 
Males 
M(h) Jackknife 28 6.7751 20 to 49 
M(b) Removal 16 0.9485 16 to 21 
M(h) Chao 31 12.4701 20 to 78 
M(tb) Burnham 17 0 16 to 340 
Table 17. Population estimates for Pine Mt/Kingdom Come using Jolly-Seber. 
Session Total 
Number 
Probability of survival S.E N S.E. PHI 95% confidence intervals 
(N) (PHI) Population PHI 
June 0.733 0.504 0 to 0 0.2521 to 1.0 
July 19.6 0.689 15.1 0.718 9 to 96.3 0.186 to 1.0 
August 21.3 0.493 24.5 0.458 7.3 to 143.9 0.1387 to 1.0 
September 11.3 6.9 7.2 to 41.3 OtoO 
October 
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Table 18. Allele frequency and number of alleles for each microsatellite locus. 
G l D ( l l ) 
162 0.03030 
164 0.03030 
166 0.19697 
168 0.01515 
170 0.2273 
172 0.19697 
176 0.04545 
178 0.06060 
180 0.10606 
182 0.03030 
184 0.06060 
G10B(7) 
152 0.13514 
154 0.21622 
156 0.067568 
158 0.25676 
160 0.16216 
162 0.14865 
166 0.013514 
G10P(10) 
137 0.020833 
143 0.041667 
147 0.041667 
149 0.020833 
151 0.166667 
153 0.14583 
155 0.22917 
157 0.1875 
159 0.083333 
161 0.0625 
G10X(10) 
131 0.051282 
133 0.14103 
135 0.21795 
137 0.076923 
139 0.11538 
141 0.20513 
143 0.051282 
145 0.064103 
147 0.064103 
151 0.012821 
G10M(7) 
208 0.16667 
210 0.19444 
212 0.50000 
214 0.05556 
218 0.05556 
220 0.01389 
222 0.01389 
G1A(8) 
180 0.06250 
182 0.06250 
184 0.27500 
186 0.35000 
188 0.11250 
190 0.10000 
192 0.01250 
198 0.02500 
G10C(5) 
101 0.22500 
103 0.33750 
105 0.26250 
107 0.06250 
109 0.11250 
G10L(10) 
141 0.02564 
143 0.03846 
145 0.14103 
147 0.23077 
149 0.11538 
151 0.05128 
153 0.15385 
155 0.16667 
157 0.02564 
159 0.05128 
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Table 19. Results of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium comparing observed and expected 
heterozygosity. 
Locus Observed 
Heterozygosity 
Expected 
Heterozygosity 
P Value Standard deviation 
G1D 0.75758 0.86154 0.12545 0.00097 
G10B 067568 0.83117 0.04865 0.00049 
G10P 0.70833 0.87589 0.00436 0.00018 
G10X 0.87179 0.87146 0.02501 0.00039 
G10M 0.36111 0.71166 0.00000 0.00000 
G1A 0.77500 0.78196 0.17506 0.00088 
G10C 0.80000 0.76487 0.00050 0.00007 
G10L 0.84615 0.86580 0.69095 0.00104 
Average gene diversity= 0.741772 +/- 0.409486 
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Table 20. Relatedness between individuals based on program Kinship. 
IDs Sex Location Full Mother Father Half Half 
i Siblings Offspring Offspring (paternal) (Maternal) 
Ratio P Ratio P Ratio P Ratio P Ratio P 
11/12 F/M PineMt 2,4,KC 
/PineMt5 
4.45 0.05 6.06 0.01 6.06 0.01 
11/22 F/M PineMt 2,4,KC 
/PineMt4 
4.45 0.05 6.06 0.01 6.06 0.01 
11/27 F/F PineMt 2,4,KC/KC 19.3 0.01 19.3 0.01 7.18 0.05 7.18 0.05 
12/20 M/M PineMt 5/PineMt5 103 0.01 
12/16 M/M PineMt 5/Morgan 3.42 0.05 45.9 0.01 11.2 0.05 11.2 0.01 
20/33 M/M PineMt 5/PineMt5 77.7 0.01 338 0.001 45.1 0 45.1 0.01 
20/14 M/M PineMt 5/Floyd 9.69 0.05 146 0.01 20.4 0.01 20.4 0.01 
24/29 M/M PineMt 1/PineMt 5 15.6 0.01 106 0.01 28.6 0 28.6 0.01 
27/31 F/F KC1/KC2 700 0.001 60.9 0 
29/33 M/M PineMt 5/PineMt5 1.54 0.05 6.19 0.01 
29/38 M/M PineMt 5/PineMt2, 
Fishtrap2 
3.25 0.05 21.8 0.01 6.41 0.05 6.41 0.05 
29/26 M/F PineMt 5 
/Mill Creek2 
2.58 0.05 5.38 0.01 5.38 0.01 
29/37 M/M PineMt 5 
/Mill Creek2 
2.08 0.05 9.45 0.01 3.61 0.05 3.61 0.05 
37/28 M/M Mill Creek2/BB2 7.5 0.05 68.2 0.01 13.4 0.01 13.4 0.01 
11/29 F/M PineMt 2,4,KC 
/PineMt5 
2.37 0.05 
11/31 F/F PineMt 2,4,KC/KC2 4.89 0.05 7.09 0.05 
11/28 F/M PineMt 5/PineMt1, 
KC 
5.53 0.05 
12/22 M/M PineMt 5/PineMt4 1110 0.001 16.6 0.01 16.6 0.01 
12/31 M/F PineMt 5/KC2 3.7 0.05 
20/30 M/F PineMt 5/PineMt1, 
KC 
2.05 0.05 4.91 0.05 4.91 0.05 
1/6 M/M PineMt 3,5/PineMt5 4.21 0.05 3.99 0.05 3.99 0.05 
1/7 M/M PineMt 3,5 
/PineMt5, KC 
1.93 0.05 
1/27 M/F PineMt 3.5/KC1 1.35 0.05 3.72 0.05 3.72 0.05 
2/4 M/F PineMt 4,5/PineMt5 21.2 0.01 
2/6 M/M PineMt 4,5/PineMt5 2.5 0.05 
2/17 M/M PineMt 
4,5/Lawrence 
4.36 0.05 4 0.05 4 0.05 
4/29 F/M PineMt 5/PineMt5 7.59 0.05 3.69 0.05 3.69 0.05 
5/31 M/F PineMt 5.KC/KC2 26.5 0.01 15.7 0.01 
6/12 M/M PineMt 5/PineMt5 3.07 0.05 
6/27 M/F PineMt 5/KC1 9.35 0.05 5.57 0.05 5.57 0.05 
6/16 M/M PineMt 5/Morgan 4.31 0.05 3.57 0.05 3.57 0.05 
22/31 M/F PineMt 4/KC2 3.7 0.05 
24/32 M/M PineMt 1/KC2 6.21 0.05 
25/9 M/F PineMt 5/Dewey5 1.41 0.05 
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IDs Sex Location Full Mother Father Half Half 
(paternal) (Maternal) 
25/26 M/F PineMt 5/Mill 
Creek2 
2.58 0.05 
25/37 M/M PineMt 5/ 
Mill Creek2 
1.53 0.05 3.54 0.05 3.54 0.05 
30/14 F/M PineMt 1,KC/Floyd 3.07 0.05 6.55 0.05 6.55 0.05 
30/16 F/M PineMt 1,KC 
/Morgan 
4.6 0.05 7.91 0.05 7.91 0.05 
36/39 M/M KC2/KC 17.5 0.01 4.43 0.05 4.43 0.05 
36/15 M/M KC2/Cranks Creek 24.4 0.01 31.8 0 31.8 0.01 
38/37 M/M PineMt2,Fishtrap2/ 
Mill Creek2 
2.86 0.05 
39/8 M/F KC/Dewey4 12.4 0.05 18 0.01 18 0.01 
8/35 F/M Dewey4/ 
Beech Creek2 
8.3 0.05 3.59 0.05 3.59 0.05 
7/17 M/M PineMt 
5,KC/Lawrence 
5.88 0.05 5.88 0.05 
25/8 M/F PineMt5/Dewey4 6.2 0.05 6.2 0.05 
27/16 F/M KC1/Morgan 3.9 0.05 3.9 0.05 
31/15 F/M KC2/Cranks 
Creek2 
6.21 0.05 6.21 0.05 
33/38 M/M PineMt5/PineMt2, 
Fishtrap2 
4.13 0.05 4.13 0.05 
10/17 F/M KF4/Lawrence 3.88 0.05 3.88 0.05 
6/31 M/F PineMt5/KC2 3.44 0.05 
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Figure 1. Locations of hair traps in wildlife management areas, state parks, state forests, 
and nature preserves throughout eastern Kentucky, (clusters represent different areas). 
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Figure 3. Number of scat samples collected each month of the study. 
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